
Moon Conjunctions

MOON CONJUNCT MARS
FRIDAY OCT 2ND @ 11:57PM ET/8:57PM PT

24 degrees 26 minutes Aries

Aspects are between 22 and 28 degrees of:
Aries: Conjunction

Gemini or Aquarius: Sextile
Cancer or Capricorn: Square

Leo or Sagittarius: Trine
Libra: Opposition

Your aspects, house position, and potential impact:

Keywords:
- high energy

- impulsive and impatient
- easily frustrated

- needing an outlet
- balance activity with breaks

ARIES: big energy
TAURUS: work solo
GEMINI: don't give up hope
CANCER: stick to plans
LEO: learn or teach
VIRGO: stay in the light

LIBRA: maintain peace
SCORPIO: pay attention
SAGITTARIUS: play
CAPRICORN: stick to comfort zone
AQUARIUS: use mental outlets
PISCES: remember moderation

NOTES FOR THE SIGNS:



Moon Conjunctions

MOON CONJUNCT URANUS
SUNDAY OCT 4TH @ 6:59AM ET/3:59AM PT

9 degrees 44 minutes Taurus

Aspects are between 7 and 11 degrees of:
Taurus: Conjunction

Cancer or Pisces: Sextile
Leo or Aquarius: Square
Virgo or Capricorn: Trine

Scorpio: Opposition

Your aspects, house position, and potential impact:

Keywords:
- focus for change
- feeling impulsive

- craving independence
- need to restore hope

- recognize individuality

ARIES: restart change slowly
TAURUS: quietly work for change
GEMINI: focus on a larger impact
CANCER: look at things long-term
LEO: be open to changing goals
VIRGO: balance the light and dark

LIBRA: work on deeper connections
SCORPIO: release demands of perfection
SAGITTARIUS: be practical with creativity
CAPRICORN: live in the positive feelings
AQUARIUS: find new modes of expression
PISCES: see projects through

NOTES FOR THE SIGNS:



Void-of-Course Moon

SATURDAY OCT 3RD @ 1:47AM ET/FRIDAY OCT 2ND 10:47PM PT
TO

SATURDAY OCT 3RD @ 11:12AM ET/8:12AM PT

last aspect: square Saturn @ 25 deg 21 min Capricorn

With the last aspect square Saturn in Capricorn, this void-of-course period may not be as
productive, yet challenges us to stay the course. There may be adjustments that need to be made,

not just externally, but in your internal approach and disposition.

Your plan:

MONDAY OCT 5TH @ 2:41PM ET/11:41AM PT
TO

TUESDAY OCT 6TH @ 12:03AM ET/MONDAY OCT 5TH @ 9:03PM PT

last aspect: trine Saturn @ 25 deg 22 min Capricorn

With the last aspect trine Saturn in Capricorn, this void-of-course period can be more productive
than the last, and we can find it a little easier to work on plans and find discipline when needed.

Think about the plan and direction.

Your plan:



Void-of-Course Moon

WEDNESDAY OCT 7TH @ 9:57PM ET/6:57PM PT
TO

THURSDAY OCT 8TH @ 11:45AM ET/8:45AM PT

last aspect: sextile Mars @ 22 deg 57 min Aries

With the last aspect sextile Mars in Aries, this void-of-course period can make better use of the
retrograde energy. This may be a time to tackle lots of little projects and tasks, and keep yourself

physically busy.

Your plan:
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